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Should there be any curious readers trying to work out
the concept of “Six Bugles”, perhaps we should offer a
brief explanation.
As we are all aware, our Chiefs wear an insignia with five
well-earned bugles. There are several very liberal Central
Oregon Fire Chiefs who acknowledge that there is a
source higher than them and capable of wearing the
sixth bugle. These Chiefs, who will remain anonymous,
have stated in public, that their secretaries and wives
rate the sixth bugle.
It is from this well documented “fable” that the Oregon
Fire Service Office Administrators coveted this logo and
motto.
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THE BUGLE
REVIVAL
BY MELANIE BICKET, COMMUNICATIONS CHAIR

Hello and welcome to Volume 22, issue number 1 of The Sixth Bugle! Before we move into the
contents of issue number 1, I would like to say a few lines about who I am and what I am hoping
to do within the pages of this newsletter.
If you haven't met me yet, my name is Melanie and in addition to being an Operations
Administrative Assistant with Tualatin Valley Fire & Rescue (TVF&R), I was also appointed to the
Communications Chair position at the end of 2019. My first OFSOA event was the 2018 Fall
conference hosted in Bend, at which time I had only been working for TVF&R a total of 3 months. I
remember being so nervous to attend because I felt there wouldn't be much information that
applied to my then-position at our front desk, but looked forward to the chance to get to know
some of my new co-workers a little better. By the end of the conference, I not only felt like I had
established a place for myself within my own organization, I was excited to grow an extended
network within OFSOA. Fast forward a year - and a whole lot of encouragement from Ashley
Naught (current OFSOA Vice President and my A+ coworker) - I took a huge leap outside my
comfort zone and applied for the Communications Chair position. That application brings us here.
My hope with bringing back The Sixth Bugle newsletter is to not only provide you with great
educational content, but to also put a very personal spin on how we connect with each other in
the absence of our conferences. I am in no way a first class editor or writer, but I have a lot of
energy around connecting us an organization beyond just a professional network. That being said,
I ask for your patience, your honest feedback and a willingness to help me fill the pages of
future newsletters. I truly wish to make this a collective effort so that it represents not just my
voice and interests, but also the membership as a whole.
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Recapturing the Joy of Your Job
By: Bill Gallagher
I dedicate these thoughts to those who are
considering changing jobs, have lost the motivation at
work you once had, and those who truly need to
recapture the anticipation and enthusiasm you
initially brought to your position or career.
Before we go any further, I have a "Burnout
Inventory" to assist you with a personal assessment.
If you answer yes to more than a few statements, I
would anticipate your joy of work is possibly eclipsed.

Some of these we can all experience from time to
time, but if the feelings are chronically consistent in
more than a few areas it might be you are burning out
or are suffering from compassion fatigue. Whatever
the circumstances, there IS a way to recalibrate your
approach to a less-than-attractive workplace....
Click HERE to continue reading the article.
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MEMBERSHIP CORNER
A LOOKBACK AT THE UPS AND DOWNS OF 2020

What is the first thing that comes to mind when you think about 2020? What about the first three things? If
you're like many of us it can be hard to think past the many negatives that seemed to lurk around every
corner of the past year. That realization leads us to here, the very first Membership Corner for volume 22 of
The Sixth Bugle newsletter. When I asked the membership to reflect of the last twelve months and share
their happier moments, it wasn't intended to focus on the better fortune some might have had, but instead,
to allow our members to reflect on the positives, share their stories of joy, and catch a glimpse into what
some of our members have been up since we last came together as a group.
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"I THINK THIS YEAR IN PARTICULAR HAS MADE IT EASY TO RECALL THE
DIFFICULTIES SO IT WAS A NICE REPRIEVE TO REALLY FOCUS ON THE GOOD AND TO LOOK BACK THROUGH MY PHONE FOR PICTURES OF THE GOOD, TOO!" LILLEE R.

"Hard to remember some of the
"fun" things when my things-thatwent-wrong list is so long!" but
safe to say Holly M. was still able
to find some sunshine and roses heavy on the roses!
From top to bottom:
Welcomed a new puppy named
Charlie!
Bought a house! (Dare you to
ask her what made that such a
memorable experience. . . )
Went to a rose garden! (Don't
worry, she and fellow OFSOA
member Kim did their best to
stay 6 feet apart aside from an
occasional selfie)

"For me, it was full of ups and downs but the best thing was I
got married! COVID tried to kill every plan we made but we
plowed through, and told old Rona to leave us alone! Then the
fires came the Monday before the wedding 😩 Thank God the
smoke cleared just enough for our outdoor wedding to prevail. I
will always have a great story to tell now of the hard times we
had to endure to plan a wedding during a global pandemic, but
how it ended so perfect." - Ashley A.

"The biggest thing I can say about 2020 was what a way to find out you actually have fewer hobbies than you realized! The year
started on an optimistic high with my first big vacation to Mexico - the month before COVID cases began popping up in Oregon,
talk about timing! Once the first lockdowns hit and very little changed in my day to day life (from an activities perspective) is
when I realized I needed to find more hobbies in general that helped me de-stress and brought me joy. Once I was able to get my
hands on the ever elusive items like flour and yeast, I found baking, bread making and cake decorating were three of those
outlets (me and apparently everyone else). Although 2020 ended on an incredibly low note for our family, I am hopeful for 2021
and have an ever growing list of new things to try like backpacking, gardening, canning, sewing, candle making and more!" Melanie B.

"We started the project
about the start of the
pandemic and finished in
August. We took the
kitchen and utility room
back to studs and then
workers built forward
again." - Pat C.

Before

After

Pat wasn't the only member busy with a home
improvement project last year. Check out Ashley's
2020 recap below!

"2020 wasn't actually so bad for us, it was filled with home improvement projects, crafting, camping, togetherness,
and lots of time with our fur kiddos. We had our backyard redone, I made curtains and masks, and about a million other
craft projects, including a lot of home décor - and some furniture building together. We spent a lot of time in our RV and
loved every minute of it! We're grateful for the time we spent togehter and with our furry Kids!" - Ashley N.

